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In space, objects tend to conform to one of five shapes: (clockwise from left) spheres, dust, potatoes, halos and disks. Credit: Lineweaver, Norman and Chopra

New research indicates that there may be many more dwarf planets similar to Pluto in our solar system than previously thought. Studying these distant objects can help astrobiologists understand the basic properties of our solar system and the effects that dwarf planets might have on other celestial bodies, such as Earth.

When Pluto was discovered in 1930, it was considered to be the ninth planet of our solar system. Since that time, astronomers have discovered similar icy objects in that far-distant orbital region of the Sun known as the Kuiper belt. Many astronomers questioned whether Pluto should be grouped with worlds like Earth and Jupiter, and in 2006 this debate led the International Astronomical Union (IAU), the recognized authority in naming heavenly objects, to formally re-classify Pluto as a dwarf planet.

New research from The Australian National University has further reduced the status of Pluto by suggesting there are many more dwarf planets in the solar system than previously thought.

ANU astronomers have published results that would reclassify what it is to be a dwarf planet, increasing the number of Pluto’s fellow travellers by a factor of ten.

The IAU classifies objects in the solar system into three groups: planets, dwarf planets, and small solar system bodies. When they demoted Pluto from planet to dwarf planet, the IAU stated the solar system is composed of eight planets, five dwarf planets and thousands of small solar system bodies orbiting the Sun.

Charley Lineweaver and Marc Norman from the ANU Planetary Science Institute looked at how spherical the icy moons in our solar system are, and recalculated the size of objects at the boundary between dwarf planets and small solar system bodies.

Previous estimates have classified icy objects with radii larger than 400 km as dwarf planets. The new research suggests that this radius should be closer to 200 km, which would increase the number of objects classified as dwarf planets to roughly 50.

The Kuiper belt is a ring of icy material located outside the orbits of the planets in our solar system. Image Credit: NASA

The boundary between dwarf planets and small solar system bodies is based on whether the object is round or not.
“Small solar system objects are irregularly shaped, like potatoes,” Lineweaver said. “If an object is large enough that its self-gravity has made it round, then it should be classified as a dwarf planet. We calculated how big rocky objects (like asteroids) have to be, and how big icy objects (like the moons of the outer planets and objects farther out than Neptune) have to be, for their self-gravity to make them round. For icy objects we found a ‘potato radius’ of roughly 200km - about half as large as the roughly 400km radius now used to classify dwarf planets.”

“The boundary between dwarf planets and small solar system bodies is somewhat arbitrary, but is based on the concept of hydrostatic equilibrium, or how round an object is,” Lineweaver added. "Whether the self-gravity of an object is strong enough to make the object round depends on the strength of its material. That is why strong rocky objects need to have a radius of roughly 300km before they turn from lumpy, potato-shaped bodies into spheres, while weaker icy objects can be spheres with a radius of only roughly 200km."

Lineweaver and Norman’s paper "The Potato Radius: a Lower Minimum Size for Dwarf Planets" will be published in the Proceedings of the 9th Australian Space Science Conference, eds W. Short and I. Cairns, and is available online.

Studying dwarf planets and objects in the Kuiper Belt can help astrobiologists get a better picture of how our solar system formed and how it was able to support habitable worlds like Earth. Some scientists also believe that impactors that have struck Earth in the past, such as comets, could have originated from this mysterious region of the solar system. Studying Kuiper Belt objects can help astrobiologists understand the likelihood of such objects entering into collision-course orbits with Earth in the future.
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